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Parrots Entry 

Urgency Species Description Name Date

URGENT!!! GW Macaw The bird is annoying when in the cage, yells and screams until he is out. He's destructive with wooden furninture, drywall and just about anything. Baboo 2/27/2019

RETURN He is a one person bird, he likes me for the past three years and no one else, he tries to attack my wife and will bite me and everyone else. 23 yrs old

BIRD!! He's good around dogs & cats. He loves his toys and eats just about anything.

No plucking, he screams & bites. Steps up for me only.

URGENT Sulfur Crested They are currently at our Vet's in Tampa surrendered to Animal Control Owner very ill.

Cockatoo's

URGENT Green Cheek We found him by a lake about a month ago and he was very sweet. He is a picky eater and only eats about two seeds out of most of the mixed Kiwi Herman 5/26/2019

Conure bird seed we have tried. He loves carrots and broccoli as well as apples. He is terrified of fabric that is not secured to the ground of to a surface. Age Unknown

He does not mind clothing as long as it is on a person. He is very sweet and will face cuddle once he gets used to a person

He loves standing on top of his cage and does not fly very often unless he is startled.

Yes he steps up but only likes to be handled when he is used to a person. He will get loud when he is alone and he does bite every once in a while 

although not hard unless he is agitated.  We are moving on July 2nd and as much as we love Kiwi he is not a good fit for our family and we have been 

unable to locate his previous owners.
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MEDIUM Conure Bertie is generally alert and prefers to be engaged with what is going on around her.  However, after hurricane Irma Bertie 9/12/2018

her temperment changed, she is now more aggressive and will rush over and try to bite us when we are feeding her 4 yrs old

or giving her treats. We were without power for the week so our only guess is that this may have been a traumatic

experience for her. She will begin to calm down after a few minutes and will let us pet her beak, she still knows how

to step up but it takes a moment for her to relax.  She is not intimidated by people but her agression makes it hard

to give her much out of cage time as we would like. We think she has potential to become a sweet bird but will

take time and patience.

HIGH Red Lored Generally ok noisy sometimes in morning and evening. Never saw junk food that he didn't like Bu Bu

Amazon Will bark at times when in sight of their bonded person. I think this is a cry for attention.  7/15/2018

 He will always go quite when covered. He has the potential to be a really good bird for someone who is  38 yrs old

WAITING SINCE willing. He is older and sleeps a good bit. He likes his cage and feels secure when on or in it.

JULY of 2018!! Steps up to stick would get on bonded person. barks loudly sometimes when in sight of bonded person.

This bird is bonded to the wife who has no interest in the bird at all. I have to take care of the bird

and the bird sees me as a rival and will bite at any opportunity. It's not fair to the bird. 

This bird needs to be with someone who can let the bird bond to and interact with. Currently he spends to much 

time alone (not being interacted with} and needs more attention he can fly a few feet but always down to the floor

We purchased BuBu in Mexico 38 years ago.
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HIGH Senegal Ellie was hand raised and loves men.  She does not care for women at all.  She needs to be in the same room as Ellie 9/29/2018

her "people" or she will scream.  Currently she is not comfortable outside the cage.  She has been confined to her 20 yrs old

cage for most part of the past 10 years.  Due to us rescuing a couple of cats, she knows some words and can waive

hello, knows the step up command and her favorite words are "hi" "hi baby" whats you doin".   She loves to giggle.

She eats a seed and pellet mix along with almost any fresh food, grapes and pasta are her favorities.

She will try to bite me any time I am near.

Low Conures Zazu and Rio are a bonded proven pair. We do not want them homed somewhere they will be used as a breeding pair. Rio and Zazu 9/2/2018

 Both are domesticated but are known to bite. They are cage aggressive but do know how to step up 10 and 13

Zazu is can be more aggressive at times but does bond strongly to one person  When they gain his trust. Overall

they have been handled very little over the last 5 - 6 years.  They are the only birds in the house and have not been

in contact with other parrots.  They do not have a history of health issues.  Overall they need to be in a house with

someone who can give them more attention.and gain their trust. They have been on zupreem pellets mixed with seed.

We no longer have time for them to get the appropriate attention. I feel they would be happier in a home that 

can give them the attention they deserve.
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HIGH Bonded Pair

Cockatoo and I rescued Bonnie from a loving home where she was hand fed since she was born - she loves cuddling and lots of Bonnie and 8/29/2018

Amazon attention and very sweet and docile.  I rescued Clyde from an abusive home where a 15 year old would poke him Clyde

with sticks and raddle his cage for fun. e is extremely aggressive towards humans but has build a beautiful bond with Both around

BIRDS NOT BONDED Bonnie.  they come in and out of each other's cages eat each other's food share toys etc.  Clyde only allows me to 30 yrs of age

CAN BE  FOSTERED change his water food and clean his cage no physical contact and I have to proceed with caution because he will bite

SEPARATELY if given the opportunity. They both love fruit, mix of seeds and treats. Bonnie being a Cockatoo loves to chew wood 

toys and will shred any wood near her cage. to pieces in seconds. Clyde loves to make noise with toys that have bells

and makes  his very happy to ring the bell. They are both used to being around cats and dogs ( other pets I rescued )

Bonnie is very loud at times but that's just part of being a Cockatoo My biggest drearm is to see Bonnie and Clyde

flying free in a sanctuary, unfortunately they all have placement fees that I can't afford.

MEDIUM Cockatiel Slick is needy, wants to sit with people most of the day, wants to eat when you eat, dose not like loud noises, Slick 2/17/2019

commotion, does not like cats or visiting pets.  12 yrs old

I have three cats and he is very upset most of the time when they are around

He will become attached to any new person in the house. If I have company he will constantly being flying to their shoulder

 The happiest he ever was was when I owned parakeets, he seemed to enjoys other birds in the house.

Will step up, and will fly to new people, if comfortable will allow you to rub his head and cheeks
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HIGH Bonded Two bonded umbrella cockatoos, not to be separated. Misti (female) is in her early 30's. We received her in 1997 when her previous  Misti and Peter 3/24/2019

Cockatoos owners became missionaries is Africa. They bought her from a pet store in Penn. She was born with a birth defect, I think it is called  Bonded Cockatoos

droopy wing syndrome. Although she can’t fly, she walks and climbs wherever she wants to go. She has a bad habit of pulling out Pete's Peter is 13+

feathers, especially around his neck and head when preening.  Misti is 33+

Both birds have been a source of loving companionship and comfort for us, but especially my wife who was disabled in an auto crash in 

1996. That was originally why we agreed to adopt Misti, because at that time my wife was home alone all day and needed that 

We have a smaller cage and plastic at the foot of the bed and when she is having a bad day they stay with her in the bed 

Both birds are potty trained to poop off of the cages onto the 6mil plastic on the flooring. We say “good boy or girl you pooped 

on the paper”, and since they love praise and attention

During hurricanes we have kept them in a hotel room with us without incident or damage, but they must be constantly watched. 

It is like babysitting two 3 year olds. If shown love, both birds will give back a lot more than they receive.

For example when my wife cries Pete flies right over to her, looks at her and licks the tears, sometime putting his foot 

on top of her hand and gently moving it. These birds have feelings and key off of ours. It is our wish that they will be placed in a good 

home where they will be loved and enjoyed.

Yes both birds love to snuggle ane Misti loves left shoulder and Peter loves your lap and being talked to.

Beth has afib and other serious health problems and is on blood thinners. Because of our age (70's) and my health problems, we can no 

longer take care of them and play with them. Hurricane IRMA brought this realization to us and caused the necessity for blood thinners, 

which are making her blood thinner thus causing an urgent need to rehome them before hurricane season, June 1st.

HIGH! Cockatiel Pecan was hand-raised as a chick and hand-tame for a very long time, and is still mostly hand-tame. Pecan 4/25/2019

Moving in  He is wary of others birds (we have had one in the past before) but likes people. 5 yrs old

July Our lives have changed a lot since we got him as a very young bird. We used to have a lot more time to play with him, 

and flexibility with our home to keep him out of his cage most of the time. 

We are moving in July across the state, so we will be able to house him until then if needed.
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MEDIUM Quaker Ramone is wonderful but needs more time then I can provide for him due to me working 12 + hours a day Ramone 5/11/2019

over the last year. Him and I are bonded and I'm regretting even filling out this application but also want to do what is right for him. 5 yrs old

I am unsure of how he would be with other birds but he interacts with my dogs very well. He picks and chooses who he likes

he is a Quaker after all;) He has a full vocabulary and is very funny! He is very outgoing and not afraid of anything. 

 I use to take him to work with me so he loves car rides! He just deserves more attention then I can provide now.

He can be very loud at times. If he does bite, he gives fair warning. He is really a good bird overall.

HIGH Quaker Loves to be around me. Has a tendency to bite when I am opening bottles. Basically, the bird is obsessed with me and only Ticki 5/21/2019

sits with my wife when I am not around. It has bitten before but usually during a high-stress moment or it was accidental. 4yrs old

First off, my wife wanted the bird. Unfortunately, the bird has attached itself to me

She loves to be on me most all the time and wants attention much more than I can handle.

It is getting to the point that I am stressed to the level of anxiety and I just want the bird to be gone.

 do care about where the bird ends up; I'm not cruel.  I find myself resenting the birds existence in our home and I feel like it is 

causing tension between me and my wife.
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HIGH Cockatiel Kevin loves to spend time outside and loves head massages. He is also loves his "human" mom more that other people. Kevin 5/11/2019

 Kevin does not like baths or having his wings or "tail" touched. MOVING BY AUGUST age unknown

1 2019 We found Kevin while walking on a trail. I could not leave him outside so I brought him home

I had no intentions on keeping him but he became a member of our family. Now we are moving into an RV full time and eventually 

eventually traveling in the future.

Boo Boo is very playful. He is tame. Loves corn on the cob and grapes

HIGH B&G Macaws Both of these birds came to my mother from her friend who did bird rescue and died suddenly. Mom has cared for them for the Sissy and Rocky 4/28/2019

Bonded last 6  years. More information on personalities coming. Age Unknown

HIGH' Military Macaw He  is very playful. He is tame. Loves corn on the cob and grapes Data 4/28/2019

Age unknown

MORE INFORMATION COMING

HIGH Hybrid Macaw MORE INFORMATION COMING Boo Boo

Green Wing and

Military Macaw



Comments

Hernando Beach

Can transport 

Brooksville, FL

Can transport



Comments

Debary FL

Can transport up to

100 miles

Panama City FL

Can transport within

NW Florida



Comments

Wesley Chapel

Cannot transport cage

is too large.

Bradenton FL

can travel up to 60 miles



Comments

Dade City FL

Can Transport

Lake Worth

Can travel up to 60 miles



Comments

Ft. Myers

Can travel up to 65 miles

Altamonte Springs FL

Can drive up to 100 miles



Comments

New Port Richey

Can transport

Kissimmee, FL



Comments

Lakeland Fl

Can transport

St. Petersburg FL

Can help transport

St. Petersburg FL

Can help transport


